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Special thanks to: 

• All the volunteers! 

• Albin (forester in Maria Luggau) and the ice hut people 

• Hubert, Hans, Gerda, Florian (forester in Kleblach-Lind) 

• Our sponsors Almdudler, Mercedes and Salewa 
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Thank you once again… 
 

Dear experts in tree-caring! 

 

This work camp was a really tough one: fighting with earth wasps, being wet most of the time, 

getting clean only with cold water and then there was even a limit to alcoholic drinks. Great, that all 

of you survived it with just a little bit of complaining. But you surely know:  

“What doesn’t kill you only makes you stronger!” 

 

This saying is not so true for little trees, struggling to get bigger, so one day they can be a protection 

forest and save people and houses. Therefore our work – planting trees, sickling them free from the 

nasty vegetation around them and painting them against hungry deer bites – was a very valuable 

one. We managed despite of the weather to finish all planned areas and even more (which were 

about 10 ha).  

 

We, Lena and Sophie, are very proud of all of you. While some had to deal with the steep slopes or 

allergies to the grass, others bothered with English or the sleeping conditions. But we were a great 

team, during work time but also during the evenings and free days. We definitely all learned 

something from our time together and the forest will be grateful for your contribution in some years. 

 

As we all get older and start forgetting things more easily, we made this documentation. It is a sweet 

booklet, which you can use to impress your friends or parents or just to go over the pages and 

remember the international work camp “Back to the Roots” 2014. 

 

There is just one more thing to say and that is THANK YOU!  

For your presence in this camp, for your cooking skills, for 

being a unique individual, for planting one or more trees or 

painting them, for giving us your time etc.! If you ever doubt in 

your life that you can achieve something for the better, just 

remember us people standing in knee high, wet grass on steep 

slopes between avalanche constructions looking for a little 

tree in the summer of 2014. 

 

Hope to stay in touch, 

Lena and Sophie 
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All 21 crazy volunteers 
 

We came from all over the world to spend two weeks in the Austrian forest. Maybe in a few years we 

will have forgotten about lots of things we talked about with the others. A lot will have changed; 

professions, ages and hobbies won’t be the same. But the names will have stayed  

 

Facts: 

1st week: 19 participants 

2nd week: 19 participants 

Age of the participants: between 18 and 66 years 

Countries: Ukraine, Czech Republic, Russia, Germany, Poland, Austria, Croatia, Spain, Switzerland 

 

 

Silvia Adigwe Gonzalvo  

Will be remembered for her lovely smile as a Juliet. 

Reachable via: silvia.ag.009@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jurja Bratko 

Will be remembered for being part of snow field finding team. 

Reachable via: jurjabratko@gmail.com 

 

Adam Celarek 

Will be remembered for elegantly smoking his pipe. 

Reachable via: adam@celarek.at 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aitor Edo Carrillo 

Will be remembered for going running after a hard days’ work. 

Reachable via: aitor.papiol@gmail.comb 

  

mailto:silvia.ag.009@gmail.com
mailto:jurjabratko@gmail.com
mailto:adam@celarek.at
mailto:aitor.papiol@gmail.comb
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Kamil Dzimiński 

Will be remembered for being the chess king of the camp. 

Reachable via: kamildziminski@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Karin Dünner 

Will be remembered for being the best painter with the coolest pants. 

Reachable via: karin.duenner@gmx.ch 

Natalia Geveling 

Will be remembered for taking great pictures with somebody and herself. 

Reachable via: gevelingn@mail.ru 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ervin Gold 

Will be remembered for disliking cats and cat persons. 

Reachable via: zohan.gold@gmail.com 

Ievgenii Iatsenko 

Will be remembered for wearing hats and having serious discussions. 

Reachable via: yatsenkolawyer@ukr.net 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Manfred Jeschofnik 

Will be remembered for greatest team spirit (pulling of his pants so his team could win). 

Reachable via: manfred_jeschofnik@hotmail.com  

mailto:kamildziminski@gmail.com
mailto:karin.duenner@gmx.ch
mailto:gevelingn@mail.ru
mailto:zohan.gold@gmail.com
mailto:yatsenkolawyer@ukr.net
mailto:manfred_jeschofnik@hotmail.com
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Georg Studnicka 

Will be remembered for stepping into a wasps nest twice and super-gluing his feet. 

Reachable via: schurli_the_one@gmx.at 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anna-Sophie Pirtscher 

Will be remembered for always baking cakes. 

Reachable via: annasophie.p@gmail.com 

Peter Strasser 

Will be remembered for injuring his hand whilst enthusiastically helping in the kitchen. 

Reachable via: pietstrasser@hotmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Markéta Švehláková 

Will be remembered for studying during her work camp holiday. 

Reachable via: m.svehlakova@seznam.cz 

Reiner Luschnig 

Will be remembered for being the calming background music in the kitchen. 

Reachable via: reiner.luschnig@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eva Töller 

Will be remembered for making delicious mushrooms. 

Reachable via: evatoll@web.de 

  

mailto:schurli_the_one@gmx.at
mailto:annasophie.p@gmail.com
mailto:pietstrasser@hotmail.com
mailto:m.svehlakova@seznam.cz
mailto:reiner.luschnig@gmail.com
mailto:evatoll@web.de
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Magdalena Recheis 

Will be remembered for wondering about the big portion of lentils. 

Reachable via: magdalena.recheis@gmx.at 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Marek Krajca 

Will be remembered for having ethic thoughts about saving trees and killing deer. 

Reachable via: krmaj@seznam.cz 

Martina Švehláková 

Will be remembered for wanting to reach a snow field. 

Reachable via: mart.sve@seznam.cz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Michael Zobler 

Will be remembered for giving doctor’s appointments for the rest of the volunteers. 

Reachable via: michael.zobel@belgacom.net 

Sabine Steinkellner 

Will be remembered for constantly typing messages like a teenage girl. 

Reachable via: sabinesteinkellner@gmx.net 

 

  

mailto:magdalena.recheis@gmx.at
mailto:krmaj@seznam.cz
mailto:mart.sve@seznam.cz
mailto:michael.zobel@belgacom.net
mailto:sabinesteinkellner@gmx.net
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The days passed by… 

Sunday, 20th of July 

Arrival of (nearly) all participants on time. Still missing are Aitor and Philipp. We get to know each 

other by talking and playing games and find our sleeping space in the ice hut. Food of the day: Chick 

pea stew. 
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Monday, 21st of July 

It is the first working day. The “Circle of life” wakes us at 7 a.m. and after breakfast we go to cut 

some grass around the small trees. After heavy rain showers we come back early and spend the rest 

of the day trying to dry our clothes and entertaining ourselves. Food of the day: Strudel filled with 

white cabbage, salad 
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Tuesday, 22nd of July 

It`s the 2nd working day and we are introduced to painting trees with a pink chemical substance. It fits 

to the “Barbie” song we heard this morning. Food of the day: Barbecue. After dinner the search for 

snow fields begins. Some of us return in darkness. 

 

Camp Poem 

From the morning all went wrong, 

we were woken up by Barbie song.  

Outside was still night 

and immediately started a fight 

for bread and for marmalade. 

What was left was empty plate. 

 

Work didn’t need to wait, 

we were not a minute late. 

In the bus was little space 

all were moving to working place. 

When we got out of the vehicle 

everyone got paint or sickle. 

 

We wanted to weep 

the slope was so steep. 

Not a single tree can hide 

everything has to be white 

or at least pink.  

Let’s hope it will stink. 

 

We created a new fashion 

and were discussing the moral question 

whether kill the trees or deer. 

Sophie said that it’s “doch” clear… 

Trees don’t have to fear 

we killed all the deer. 

 

When we came back it was almost night 

and again started a meal fight. 

We all ate and ate and ate. 

What was left was empty plate. 

After dinner we went mad, 

instead of going to bed 

we wanted to see the snow. 

 

It looked so near from below. 

Although we took a wrong way, 

it was great fun anyway. 

Even if we didn’t come too late, 

campleaders were much afraid. 

Sophie says: “Never more!” 

“Okay, let’s go tomorrow!” 

© Markéta, Martina, Marek 

 

 

 

THE MORAL QUESTION 
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Wednesday, 23rd of July 

Food of the day: Wienerschnitzel or a plate with pasta, typical for the region 
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Thursday, 24th of July 

Food of the day: Pasta 

Just another hard working day… 

We had a cool, “non-military” waking-up with “Amadeus”, but the pleasure wasn’t holding on… 

because self-made chiropody works out with normal superglue (for further information you can ask 

our barefoot-specialist). 

One hour to get ready, we already managed it like forest-working robots… at least ‘Petrus’ was 

compassionate with us, so we got a little sunshine in the morning. As the painters will get famous 

with their new collection on the most recommended and steepest cat-walk, “Maria Luggau”, there 

was a special need to attack their clothes. Therefore it wasn’t any paint left to kill the deer. 

In the end of our hard working-day we had a nasty cold rain and hid from rain in the wooden hut. It 

was quite surprisingly that even the toughest girls among us can be scared by tiny little animals 

(spiders). Therefore we had to find a spider-free zone behind the hut, where Ievgenii, better known 

as Eve, made a nest with wood and dry grass for himself. We were waiting for our bus because there 

was a cow traffic jam and we couldn’t pass. 

It seems to be a miracle that after working in the deepest grass we haven’t found some ticks on most 

of our bodies. They only attacked Karin and Eva. Fortunately there was Doctor Michael having his 

shift in the emergency station, but he emphasized, he wouldn’t take them out from every part of the 

body.           © Ievgenii and Karin 

 

Friday, 25th of July 

 Food of the day: Gyuvetch, Chicken & Potatoes    © Erwin and Peter 
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Saturday, 26th of July 

We hike to Calvin Hut on the Italian side of the mountain. Unfortunately Sophie hits a rock and we 

have a flat tire. Great to have enough male specialists on changing a tire. The weather doesn’t allow 

us to have a nice view on the surrounding Alpine landscape. Eva and Michael leave us and it is the 

first, sad goodbye. Food of the day: Variations of pasta in the hut and leftovers of Friday as well as 

mushrooms 
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Summary of the first week in Maria Luggau 

It was a weird mixture of sunshine, rain, Schnaps from the whole continent, pink paint, stump sickles, 

mushrooms, wasp nests and completely crazy people. Even crazier than the participants were the 

two girls who tried with a never-ending stream of ideas of games, challenges and cheese cakes to 

find even the smallest piece of motivation in ourselves to transform it into working power. And even 

if sometimes there was more paint on our clothes than on the trees, we think we did a quite good 

job.          © Manfred and Georg 
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Second week at the Radlberger Alm  

(Sunday 27th of July till Saturday, 2nd of August) 

 

On Sunday morning we had a nice brunch. After that we had to pack and clean the ice hut, because 

we moved to Radlberger Alm, in the village of Kleblach-Lind. There we found our cosy indoor 

sleeping places in two huts. Kitchen was installed in the upper hut. For this week Reiner and Sabine 

joined the work camp. Food of the day: Taboulé and Lentils Salad. 

 

Monday and Tuesday were working days again – sickling around trees in nasty steep slopes, planting 

trees and killing asshole plants. Food of the day on Monday: way too much lentils dhal with rice; 

Hubert could feed the rest of the hill with the leftover lentils. Most of the Radlberg inhabitants liked 

it. Food of the day on Tuesday: Chili sin and Chili con Carne with Polenta. 

 

Wednesday was the day off and some of the people hiked to Stagor (2289m) in a nasty weather, 

while the rest of the group spent a lazy day in and around the huts. In the evening a very tricky game 

was played, where a group of people had to try to “stand” on the floor with a limited number of 

certain body parts. Most of the time they resembled more like a huge pile of body parts. Food of the 

day: Minestrone. 

 

Thursday again was a working day and weather was nasty – lots of fog, a little bit of rain – nothing we 

haven’t already enjoyed in the days before. For the evening some groups provided very creative 

inputs for the funny evening, our last evening together. Food of the day: turnip cabbage (Kohlrabi) 

stew with(-out) meatballs. 

 

Friday was the last (and a short) working day. We stopped work at lunch time and then prepared for 

the barbecue for the last evening with all the farmers and some official persons. We had good luck, 

because the weather was fine  and we got loads of good food! Long speeches were held and the 

evening ended quite late for some of us. 

 

Saturday was the day to pack our stuff, clean the places and to say goodbye! All participants went off 

in different directions and will hopefully remember these two weeks. 
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Recipes 
 

Szarlotka-makowiec, Polish apple cake Kamil style 

Ingredients: 

4 cups of flour 

5 yolks 

5 tablespoons of cream 

250 g margarine 

2 teaspoons of baking powder 

1 cup of sugar 

2 kg apples 

2 pieces of gelatine 

Little bit of lemon juice 

Ladyfingers (at least this is what the online dictionary says. In Polish it’s “biszkopty”, in German 

“Biskotten”) or butter cookies 

1 kg mixture of poppy seeds filling for cakes 

 

First peel the apples and remove the core. Then cook the apples with 3 tablespoons of water until 

you have a kind of purée. If necessary, add lemon juice and/or sugar. Add the gelatine in the way 

(and amount) described on the package. 

Heat the oven on 180°C. 

Prepare the poppy seeds filling for cakes in the way described on the package. 

For the dough, mix flour, yolk, margarine and baking powder. You have to knead the dough with your 

hands until it has a good consistence. Then divide the dough into two parts. Roll out both of the 

dough parts. Now fill a rectangular baking tin with one layer of dough, then with poppy seeds filling, 

after that with ladyfingers, then with the prepared apples and in the end with another layer of 

dough. 

Put the cake into the oven for about 1 hour, or if necessary 1 hour and 10 min. 
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Newspaper articles – or why we are famous 
Kleine Zeitung – 1st of August 2014 
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Oberkärntner Nachrichten – 8th of August 2014 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


